Inamori Fellows

2014
BETH BOLLINGER, Communication
STEVIE CHOATE, History
SOPHIA GEORGHIOU, Public Health
BRANDON KIM, Biology
NURI ERKUT KUCUKBOYACI, Psychology
TAYLOR NICHOLS, Administration, Rehabilitation, & Postsecondary Education
KATHRYN PATRAS, Biology
MARISSA SALAZAR, Psychology
ZIA SALIM, Geography
MALLARIE YEAGER, Biology

2013
KAITLIN BLACKSTONE, Psychology
RAUNO CAVALLARO, Aerospace Engineering
MARTIS COWLES, Biology
ERIN GREEN, Psychology
MANNA IWABUCHI, Chemistry and Biochemistry
EMILY JONES, Biology
RUJVI KAMAT, Psychology
EMILY SCHMIED, Public Health
RINA SOBEL, Clinical Psychology
ALEX WARNEKE, Biology

2012
CHRISTOPHER COTTAGE, Biology
GULIN ERDOGAN, Chemistry
ADELAIDE FORTMANN, Psychology
TIMOTHY MACKEY, Global Health
DAVID MACPHEE, Mechanical Engineering
LOTUS MCDOUGHAL, Public Health
LUIS MEDINA, Psychology
ERIN MERZ, Clinical Psychology
ROBERT SCHMIEDER, Computer Science
ALEX ZVOLEFF, Geography

2011
JORIS BILLEN, Computational Science
SHIRIN DOROUDGAR, Biology
MARTIN KANDES, Computational Science
ALLISON KAUP, Psychology
RACHAEL MILLSTEIN, Clinical Psychology
REJI NAIR, Chemistry and Biochemistry
LENKA SOMOLOVA, Television, Film & Media
JUSTIN STOLER, Geography
LIANNE TOMFOR, Psychology
GINGER TSUENG, Biology

2010
CYNTHIA BURTON, Psychology
IRIS CAFFIN, Television, Film & Media
KAREN CAMPBELL, Computational Science
DING DING, Public Health
KIMBERLEE FISHER, Biology
SHIRA GOLDENBERG, Public Health
JENNIFER IUDICELLO, Psychology
BRANDON KEEHN, Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
CHRISTOPHER LIPPIIT, Geography
MATTHEW WORLEY, Clinical Psychology